Section 7A 3.3.6 Take-off ‘Push’ System

It states…
At sites where the pilots are required to queue to take-off, the Meet Director may use the push system. This allows any pilot to push a line of competitors by announcing to the take-off official ‘Pilot number X is pushing’. Immediately, all pilots ahead of the one pushing have 30 seconds (see note) in which to decide to take-off and then a further 30 seconds to complete the take-off.

Replace by…
At sites where the pilots are required to queue to take-off, the Meet Director may use the push system. This allows any pilot to push a line of competitors by announcing to the take-off Official: ‘Pilot number X is pushing’. Immediately, all pilots ahead of the one pushing have 30 seconds (see note) in which to decide to take-off and then a further continuous 30 seconds to complete the take-off.